Centre AMATA - How to reach us by car
We are situated at 99 chemin de Brézin, 38730 Valencogne, 3 km south-west of the village.
‘Centre AMATA’ is the new name of our place, it was known before as ‘la Ferme du Marais’. You
can easily find us with Google map by searching ‘Centre Amata’. Be aware that some GPS do not
inform ‘Chemin de Brézin’ but ‘Route de Brézin’, and do not confuse Brézin with the town of
‘Brézins’ with a 's' at the end, close to Grenoble airport.
If you are coming from the South, from Charavines, from the Lake of Paladru or from the A48,
drive to the village of Le Pin. After Le Pin, exit the D17 and follow the D17C on your right. On
the D17C do not take towards the village of Brézin on your right but stay on the D17C. 300m
before entering the hamlet of ‘Les Marais’, follow the road on your right with the signs 'Le
Marais' and 'Chemin de Brézin'.
If you are coming on the D17C from the North, from Valencogne, from he A43 (exits: ‘Les Abrets’
or ‘La Tour du Pin’), cross the hamlet ‘Les Marais’ and 300m after the hamlet take the small road
on your left with the signs ‘Chemin de Brézin’ and ‘Le Marais’. Follow this road for 1 to 2
minutes. Our house is the second one on the left just before the road becomes a path. On the
metal entrance gate is the number 99.
Our house is the second one on the left just before the road becomes a path. On the metal
entrance gate is the number 99.

Please park your car on the Customer Parking. Go through the entrance gate and go straight, you
will find on the right side of the alley a bell. Please ring it to announce your arrival and wait a
bit, we are arriving as soon as possible to welcome you.

Have a safe drive!

